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Downey was more
than a saloon keeper
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and fly me down to play a
game,” Wheeler added.
“Then he’d fly me back to
school. It happened three or
four times. That’s how I developed my association with Jack.
“Even long after I left
WCAU we stayed friends.
When he opened his restaurant, I spent hours and hours
there. It was in the 1970s and I
was in my 30s and I was young
and dating, and all the time we
hung out there. All the sports
people would hang out there.
“After I got on the air with
the Phillies, he’d call me and
tell me how proud he was of
me and what I was doing. I
can’t begin to tell you how
important it was to me. It
meant the world to me that
people like Jack or Ed Harvey
thought I was good.
“The last time I was with
Jack was about this time last
year. It was the first day of the
series when we swept the Mets
in four straight games. We
talked about how important
that series was, and were hoping that we could win a few
games. I remember calling him
after that and saying, ‘Hey
Jack, you’re a good luck
charm.’
“Jack was a wonderful
friend, and a great man. He
was very loyal to me, and I
thought the world of him.”
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contract. He was real easy to
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Roger Clark paints the lake surrounding the endangered leopard
frog while working on a mural that covers the front of the Silver
Lake Nature Center. KIM WEIMER / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

The section of the building
being painted has long been an
anonymous stretch of cinderblock architecture, on occasion
mistaken by passersby for an
auto-body shop or other commercial structure, according to

Clark. In reality, it houses storage, conference room and space
for naturalists’ demonstrations.
“Most people have misunderstood what the building has
been for a long time,” Clark
said. “Now everybody knows.”

“It slaps a big, fat, goofy smile on your face that lasts for days.”
–PETER TRAVERS
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